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Chat History 

 
Joy Twesigye: Is there an ETA for a consent form in Spanish? 

 
Megan Young: On that same note, could you provide an ETA for the updated 

(simplified) version of the consent form? Thanks! 
 

Irma Hall: Do we consider participants who received services in 2016 “Inactive 
clients” until they receive services in 2017. So for the February 2017 HSMES 

monthly report, do we count as active clients only those who received services 
in January 2017? 

 
Tracy Enright: If we have a participant whose screening tools data is submitted, 
but consents at a later date to be a part of the national evaluation, how would 

HRSA want to receive the consent update? 
 

Joy Twesigye: Can you please explain the TA budget? We are being denied 
onsite TA for the programming of the new data requirements and we ended up 

picking up the bill for TA services that were approved. 
 

7434689: We received an email about The Healthy Grants conference provided 
by HRSA May 16-18.  Do you know when we will receive more information 

about that? 
 

Peggy Vander Meulen: Please confirm - only data from clients who sign the 
HRSA National Evaluation consent form will be submitted to HSRA via HSMED?   

 
Megan Hiltner: wellwomancare@hrsa.gov 

 
joann.smith@sc.gov: Yes, please confirm only data from participants who sign 
the HRSA National Eval consent from will be submitted to HRSA and is there a 

minimum expectation of a percentage of clients who will participate in the 
evaluation by HS site 

 
Shawna Chapman: Screeners are much more like survey instruments than 

screeners without followup linked to questions. 



 
Irma Hall: How do we account for participants who were served between the 

end of the last reporting period and the start of the Screening Tools? (November 
1, 2016 through December 31, 2016)?  

 
Zandra Levesque: we welcome you  contact us and join us. we would be 

honored to have as many healthy start grantees in attendance! 
 

Misha Taherbhai: What is the reporting period for the performance report due 
in the summer? 

 
Zandra Levesque: we are happy to cover your expenses!  contact us at 

coiin@nichq.org  
 

Mary-Powel Thomas: We're interested in preterm birth for infant-mortality 
reduction, but our state has not chosen that as one of its focus areas. Is there 

another way to be involved in a CoIIN? 
 

Zandra Levesque: Yes Mary- all calls are opent to anyone interested and 
resrouces available.  

 
Irma Hall: What will be the reporting period for the next Progress Report? Will it 

be calendar year, starting January 1, 2017? 
 

Zandra Levesque: we have many states who chose to observe learning network 
for contant and ideas and we always welcome you to join the conversation even 

if your state team has not prioritized that learning network. 
 

Mary-Powel Thomas: OK, thanks. 
 

Valerie Garrison (Rochester HS): You mentioned budgeting for the NHSA 
conference...is it possible to use this year's funds on the entire conference, 

including expenses incurred during the event? I assumed not because it is in the 
next budget period, but was I mistaken? 

 



Linda Ebbert: We are a November start date. We are waiting for out next FOA, if 
we wont receive until end of March how can I book the NHSA conference for 

April? We do not have the funding. 
 

Amanda Khalil: Where can we find information about changes to the healthy 
start performance measures and performance report? 

 
Jacqueline Goodman: Will a data sharing agreement between the grantees and 

HRSA for the HSMED data be sent to grantees? 
 

Catherine Casimere: We did not receive an email in the EHBs outlining the 
perfomance measures and benchmarks. When will the Performance Report be 

available in the EHBs?  
 

Lisa Matthews: Was not aware MCHB was adding a day to the Spring conference  
for a grantee meeting.  When will this be officially communicated?    

 
Lisa: The national evaluation consent does not include language about the 

upload into the HSMED system. 
 

Elizabeth McInerney: Would it be possible for DS Federal to provide TA or TA 
resources to grantees to assist with linking sites to help with XML upload 

preparation? And I'm referring to very specific directions on how to comply. The 
requirements have not been very clear.  

 
Karla Sayer Wilburn: Can we use funding from Year 3 to pay for the NHSA 

Conference? 
 

Peggy Vander Meulen: Please confirm - there will be a HRSA Grantee meeting 
on Thursday April 6.  What time will it end? (need to know to book air ticket) 

 
Misha Taherbhai: Can we de-identify the clients information on our end and 

upload into the HSMED; Can we (as an organization) determine which PHI data 
elements we don’t want to include in the upload? If we decide to use Survey 
Gizmo in the interim – what data elements does survey gizmo remove before 

the automatic upload to HSMED? 
 



Linda Ebbert: We did not receive this e-mail. 
 

Lindsey: Will we have an opportunity to test uploading into the HSMED before it 
goes live? 

 
Kenn Harris: Chris, when did you say you sent an email because I cannot locate 

it. Thanks 
 

Valerie Garrison (Rochester HS): Kenn - I received the updated screening tools 
on 1/2/17 

 
Kenn Harris: Thanks, Valerie! 

 
Megan Hiltner: hssupport@dsfederal.com 

 
Sandra Inglett: Based on what Jamelle just stated we need to have this is 

writting to submit to IRB because this is not covered in the consent for the 
national evaluation. This submission has now become a grant requirement but 

we do not have this in writing anywhere. 
 

Lisa GreenMills: Is there an even newer version though? The one slide a few 
minutes ago said Feb 1st / yesterday a new XML schema, instruction guide & 

change log was sent out 
 

Lisa GreenMills: I didn't receive anything on Feb 1st 
 

Valerie Garrison (Rochester HS): Neither did I 
 

Linda Ebbert: Good question Misha. 
 

Kenn Harris: Thanks, Megan. I was looking for one from him. Thanks! 
 

April Scott: Once you test are we on our own or will we get training or TA to 
assist 

Misha Taherbhai: We need to have our HIPAA compliance officers look at the 
PHI we need to send to HRSA, if it does not match what you want - can we omit 

those elements? 



 
Megan Hiltner: http://healthystartepic.org/healthy-start-

implementation/monitoring-data-and-evaluation/ 
 

Joanne Criag: This information is very important. Please send the FAQs out by 
email too. Honestly sometimes I forget to go to the EPIC Center website. 

 
Pam Hume: Can the consent form be on 4th- 6th grade reading level instead of 

us having to verbally explain it to patients? 
 

Shawna Chapman: What IRB approved the evaluation and will the protocol 
number be on the revised consent? 

 
Sandra Inglett: What is the update on the data sharing agreement? We can't 

move forward with IRB until we have the agreement. 
 

Mary-Powel Thomas: How long will we continue to use the current HSMED 
system for monthly reporting? 

 
Megan Hiltner: Joanne, good point. We can work on sending out FAQs via the 

listserv emails too 
 

Joanne Criag: Thank you!! 
 

Misha Taherbhai: Has an FAQ for the Evaluation webinar last week been 
released? 

 
J Banks: The Healthy Start evaluation protocol was approved by the CDC's IRB.  

The protocol number is #2016-11.  
 

Megan Hiltner: http://healthystartepic.org/wp-
content/uploads/2017/01/HSMED-FAQs-1717review.pdf 

 
Sharon Ross-Donaldson and Carol Gagliano: where can we find the slides for 

evaluation webinar #1? 
 

Misha Taherbhai: The flowchart was updated again!? 



Karla: Will we continue submitting data in HSMES now that we're submitting 
data in HSMED? 

 
Valerie Garrison (Rochester HS): The FAQ regarding the HSMED that went out 
about a week ago noted that data going into HSMED will be de-identified. Will 

that be clarified based on the information shared today? 
 

John Bierma: Is the administration date on each screening tool supposed to be 
changed each time the answers to the questions are changed either to 

rescreening or other staff changes to the client responses? 
 

Megan Hiltner: slides for the evaluation webinar 1 are here 
http://healthystartepic.org/event/division-sponsored-webinar-national-

healthy-start-evaluation-data-sharing-agreement-update/ 
 

Margaret Turner: Will there be a certificate of completion for the CHW course? 
 

Sharon Ross-Donaldson and Carol Gagliano: The link only takes as to the 
agenda, not the slide presentation. Should we go somewhere else? 

 
Yaritza Roman: How can we register for the 2/28 webinar? 

 
Candace Johnson: weekly FAQ updates would hlep 

 
Judith McCrea: Everything adn anything re: screening tools/very new; as for 

peer groups- NO, has not been a good us e of time 
 

Shawna Chapman: Screening tools take a lot of time away for case 
management, should we focus on completing tools or services. What are 

strategies? 
 

Elizabeth McInerney: We need more resources via DS Federal.  
 

Dionne Durant: A training on usage for newer healthy start directors 
 

kimberly R. Alston: FAQ and more resources on a regular basis 
 



Pam Hume: It would be most helpful to have an IT hotline for questions related 
to screening tools. 

 
Laura Ross-White: Care Coordinator specific training 

 
Joanne Criag: Clear concise info about changes, FAQs emailed. 

 
Lisa GreenMills: Ditto on the weekly FAQ, summarizing respones to questions all 

PD's are asking so we're all getting the same info 
 

Kenn Harris: FAQs useful 
 

Felicia Hanney: FAQs useful 
 

joann.smith@sc.gov: FAQ's 
 

Candace Johnson: an online peer discussion board 
 

Delores Passmore: Training for new HS directors 
 

Laura Ross-White: Having materials available in Spanish and other languages 
 

Valerie Garrison (Rochester HS): Yes, more frequent FAQs would be helpful.  
 

Katie Keating: resource guide to accompany tools on follow-up to questions and 
other information on health education 

 
Felicia Hanney: I would encourage staff to participate in EPIC Center discussion 

groups. We would need the schedule sent out in advance.  
 

maxine: like peer discussion groups as needed 
 

Linda Ebbert: Can you retake the modules  
 

Jean Craig:  How to manage time effeciently during sessions is an issue. Perhaps 
some tips as to how to move quickly through the questions. 

 



Sharon Ross-Donaldson and Carol Gagliano: More practitioner input on 
development of screening tools 

 
Ah V: When will the slides etc. be posted for webinars on 1/12/17?  I was not 

available that day to participate  
 

Margaret Turner: Will the screening tools continue into the next grant cycle 
(2019 +)? 

 
Jodi Drisko: follow up form is not part of IRB approved evaluation and I haven't 
seen how it fits within the current xml schema without overwriting other data. 

The JSI surveygizmo tool has adapted this, but what do the rest of us do? 
 

Megan Hiltner: The slides for the 1/12 discussion group slides were not content 
heavy but feel free to email the presenter for your discussion group or 

info@healthystartepic.org and we can follow up on info shared. 
 

Elizabeth McInerney: Would it be possible to link grantees who have mastered 
xml upload to share their solutions with other grantees? 

 
Lisa GreenMills: Is there a ballpark of what the ChallengerSoft price point might 
end up being? We have a quote from our own local vendor and I'm just curious 

how it compares 
 

Valerie Garrison (Rochester HS): Is there an updated CoIIN link? That one did 
not work.  

 
Cynthia Price: When the 2017 Progress report start and end dates are known 

can the time period be shared with all HS grantees. 
 

Kristen: What is the full dates for NHSA Spring Conference? 
 

Windy Cocklin: What is the Location for the NHS MEETING 
 

Linda Ebbert: NHSA conference is in D.C at Hyatt Regency Capitol Hill. 
 



Margaret Turner: Please clarify again that a grantee meeting will not occur in 
conjuction with the CityMatch conference. 

 
Candace Johnson: what grantee meeting are you referring to? 

 
Felicia Hanney: @Kristen the full dates for the NHSA is April 1st through April 

5th 
 

Joanne Criag: Would be through April 6 with the addition of the HRSA meeting 
on Thursday April 6, 2017. 

 
Felicia Hanney: @Joanne Criag thanks for adding the additional date. I will 

update my calendar! 
 

Ah V: Will NHSA send out a letter regarding the additional day 4/6/17 ? We 
would need that for our approval processes 

 
Valerie Garrison (Rochester HS): The new Performance Measures the same as 

the HS Benchmarks that were sent this spring?  
 

Joanne Criag: Extra day letter should come from HRSA MCHB since it's their 
meeting. 

 
Lisa: so are we submitting client level data to the HSMED without client 

consent? 
 

Kenn Harris: NHSA Spring Conference Info: The dates are April 3rd - 5th 2017 in 
Washington, DC at The Hyatt Regency Hotel.  The Men and Boys Health Summit 

occurs April 1st - 2nd, 2017. 
 

Paula: When will information on the NHSA be available. It's not on the website 
and I don't recall receiving notice 

 
Jodi Hudgins: Lisa- thank you for clarifying consent question with HSMED 

 
Jodi Drisko: Monthly reports are active clients. There is no way to tell if a client 

who has filled out a screening tool is active in any given month. 



Megan Young: Can you clarify the definition of a participant? On some 
documents it is that you had one touch/visit with a participant, but at other 

times we talk about enrollment as being complete when the demographic tool, 
preg history tool and perinatal tool is complete. Can a participant be counted if 

we do not have all tools completed? 
 

Sharon Ross-Donaldson and Carol Gagliano: When will the Questions and 
Answers from the 1st evaluaton webinar be available? 

 
Irma Hall: Is the HSMED schema just for grantees that are not using the online 

data entry tool?  
 

Candace Johnson: what do we do if we aren't attending the NHSA conference? 
 

Dionne Durant: Just for clarification...the HRSA grantee meeting will be in the 
same location as the NHSA meeting 

 
Ah V: The hotel group rate does not extend beyond 4/5/2017, can this be fixed?  

 
Mary-Powel Thomas 2: Couldn't we just continue to submit aggregate data 

through the current HSMED system, and upload client-level data for those who 
consent through the new system? 
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Transcript 
 
 

 

Please stand by for realtime captions. >> Please stand by for today's 
conference.  The call will begin momentarily . >> Welcome and thank you 
for standing  by. Today's call is being recorded if you have objections. 
Disconnect  at this time. I will now turn the call over to make and Hilton 
or.   
 
Hello I am with the healthy start center.  I will be moderating today. 
Sadly at sounds like the groundhog saw its shadow today  so we are in  for 
more winter but we have 90 minutes set aside here and with us today are 
multiple folks with us today on the webinar to provide you  with updates.  
     The healthy start epic center will  provide you with an update as 
well and the  long time that for with another couple more housekeeping  
announcements.  This webinar is being recorded and this recording will  be 
posted to the centers website following the webinar  and we plan to have 
that up within  a week for the folks that were not able  to join today.  
We do want your participation today and we see some folks who have done  
this if you have questions or comments  please put them into the chat box. 
We will be taking questions or  just through the chat talk today  and I 
will pause between each presenter to take questions and then we will get 
back to the  presentation include them in a frequently asked question that 
we will post. That is all for my housekeeping  announcements so I will now 
turn  it over to Dr. David Delacruz with the division  to give you a 
welcome.  >> Thank you so on behalf of of the  healthy start team within 
the perinatal services we welcome you  to this port is conversation with 
the division.  This is the first conversation this year and the fifth in a 
series. We continue to board -- hold quarterly webinars to obtain open  
lines of community patient between the division and  our grantees.  Two to 
provide updates and to offer you an opportunity  to ask any questions 
related to  implementation. I would like to  remind you again that if you 
have  any questions you do not need to wait  for one of these webinars. 
Please contact your project officer  at any time and they should always  
be your first point of contact that  you may also contact our division 
director me or any of the branch chiefs directly so feel free to  reach 
out to any of us at any time. As Megan said at the conclusion  of today's 
webinar presentations  we will field questions to provide  clarification 
as much as we possibly can so throughout  each presentation or as you have  
a question please submit your and we will get through as many  of these 
questions as possible and  as Megan said we will be adding our answers to  
the questions in our frequently  asked?  Students document so thank you 
again and I hope you  enjoy the webinar.  We have some good presentations 
and important information to share so I will  now turn it over to  our 
branch Chiefs to provide the healthy start update.   
 



 I will begin with the division update.  As you all know we have a lot of 
different activities happening within the division and I wanted to give 
you the opportunity to  update you on what is happening.  
 
First in the area of  women's health and women's preventive  services 
guideline has been released and if you want  more information about 
updates to  these guidelines you can visit www.HRSA.gov \women's 
guidelines.  If you have any questions about the new provisions please 
feel Rita's and them  to our email address which is well woman 
care@HRSA.gov. We are also planning to prove bride a webinar update so 
please look out for that information.  In the area of breast feeding as  
part of the healthy start rest feeding  an initiative 20 local happy start 
staff utilized partnerships to provide  a five day lactation course by the 
end  of 2016. In it additional 20 additional 26 staff will attend training 
by May of this year and  we all hope there will be another round of 
competition for scholarships during this year. Three community training 
workshops  on the breast feeding were hosted by healthy  start grantees 
and if these work shops trained healthy start  staff and partners in the 
community and  resulted in certification of a community  breast feeding 
communicator. The goal of this training is to  increase the breast feeding 
rates  and to provide  support in the breast-feeding community. Support 
and tell him are being reviewed by  several grantees. In the area of 
behavioral health  we would like to thank the grantees  that responded on 
questions regarding opioid use.  We had to hundred 30 grantees who 
responded  and those responses are currently  under analysis. Please look 
for other resources  that will also be sent out soon. In alcohol X post 
pregnancy or the behavioral health initiative beehive advisory  panel that 
was call for participation  on January 19 via the healthy start to 
participate in and advisory panel to this  herbal -- urban rural tribal 
and multiple landscapes. This panel is to inform the training and e-
learning opportunities along with healthy start customization  of existing 
provider in from nation  and consumer prevention materials. The members 
will be healthy start  grantees and the division of healthy  start 
representatives and FASB/behavioral health staff and subject  matter 
experts. The time commitment will be monthly for approximately  one hour 
meetings beginning in March  2017 and we estimate 1.5 additional  hours 
per month to review materials supplied by  the staff. It you are  
interested please contact FSD  initiative staff and that email address is 
info@ that email address is info@healthystartepic.org.  In addition we 
will also be doing  FASB and behavioral health discussion  listening 
sessions.  This announcement is hit here to come and our divisions 
behavioral health advisor and the team will  be holding one time listening 
sessions with  grantees interested in providing feedback . Topics will 
include mental health , maternal depression as well as substance and 
alcohol  abuse. These will help the  epic start center to trade . For 
example urban  rural tribal border or community health center  grantees. 
The format for these are  listening sessions we anticipate about 4 to 8 
healthy  start grantees per group and the  timeframe would be tween fit 
Midshipman February to  the mid-March and the contact  will  be 
info@healthystartepic.org.   
 
Finally on to the  infant mortality  updates. The coin coordinator is 
sorry but she could  not be on the call today due to  a conflicting 
meeting but we have  Sandra from HQ who has joined our  call to answer 



questions following this particular update  and as you know from our last 
convention she is the lead for the infant mortality  coin and the is the 
project director.   
 
The end  for mortality coin coming up in Houston from  February 12 through 
the pointing. They are supporting at least seven  coin team members from 
each state  to attend this meeting and  that includes and the objectives 
are to develop  strategies for the refining action plans for 2017  to 
focus on building relationship to achieve aims in using data to accelerate 
improvement  and to facilitate further state  progress in reducing 
mortality.  We know on some healthy start grantees will be attending and 
for example  Oregon South Carolina and Michigan  New Jersey it Connecticut 
and Minnesota.  Also the national healthy start Association will be there 
and Tim Harris will conduct a breakout session .  >> It is not too late to 
register  and we hope you will take advantage  of this opportunity to 
connect with  others in your state working on reducing infant mortality .  
In addition to skills building and breakout Russians there will be 
sessions  on connecting communities cut leaderships  part 133 which will 
be helping leaders  achieve business goals by ocr thing  on confidence 
competence and encouragement and  calmness and methods for expanding and 
also using a  health equity lens to ship social determinants to improve  
birth outcomes. Please look for the full agenda  and let them know by 
February 5  that you are interested in attending so arrangements can be  
made again at no cost to you.  >> So those who cannot attend the  meeting 
breakout sessions will be available  through live streaming and recorded. 
Links to the lives of broadcast  will be shared by Friday, February  10 .  
In session recordings will be shared after the meeting.  >>  
     infant mortality update is the schedule for the upcoming  calls .  If 
you do not already get the infant mortality biweekly newsletter but most 
of these of dated resources are shared please  contact to get signed up.   
 
Now I will turn this over to Denita Baker will divide the healthy  start 
program of date.  
 
 Welcome. We have a few staffing updates.  We had two new key project 
offices  in the division  Mary Emmanuel so you will be seeing those two  
new faces soon. Janel Banks who is our evaluation liaison  from the only 
our office of evaluation and  research has taken a new position outside of 
MCHB but is still within HRSA and  she will be with us for a few more  
months to help with the transition to the new evaluation point  of 
contact. Our next grantee forecast will  be released sometime in February 
most likely next week .  If you have any questions about any other 
information that is in the forecast contest your  PO.  >> The reminder we 
are on the continuum resolution until April 28.  Your next notice of 
awards will reflect the continuing resolutions announced. April 1 grantees 
the TOs are reviewing your progress  reports and your review summaries 
will be sent  after you receive your notice of  awards. Notice sometime 
towards the end of March we don't have the  exact date.   
 
The know went  to grantees are awaiting your next notice of  award release 
for your second round  of funding .  You received your first round last 
year and again this will  reflect your review summaries should have  been 
mailed to you last year and your PO's will be discussing those  with you 
if they have not already  done so on your scheduled calls.  



 
 The division will be hosting a grantee meeting on the Thursday after the 
during the national healthy start  Association meeting the regional 
meetings are underway and the planning of those the host grantee and 
locations have been confirmed. PO's and grantees  are developing planning 
committees and working with JS I to develop the agenda. The conference 
September 19 two  the 20 in Nashville Tennessee. Everyone should have 
received an  email for the call. We want to grantees to keep in  mind that 
our relationship with  the match the Association continues to be  our 
strongest partner but that doesn't mean we should not speak of the 
partnerships distributed in our programs locally at and the state and 
national levels.  In fact we will have a grantee meeting in conjunction 
with the Association Spring conference this  year. The conference is a 
scientific  meeting and we do not expect everyone  to attend.  This is 
similar to a  PHA and many of our own staff will not be able to attend. 
Our intention is to bring  more ability to healthy starts and  grantees to 
share success stories with the larger MCH community. This has been 
happening on a  smaller scale .  This proposed plan takes it to a larger 
scale.  In terms of travel grantees are  already budgeting for the 
national healthy is start  Association Spring conference as well as our 
spring  convention.  Since we are not planning ACE bring convention in 
2017 there  is no a additional expectations  for travel.   
 
 Lastly we have a few  reporting requirements and reminders at this time 
some grantees are completing their  performance measures  a reminder , the 
new performance measures include  all of the benchmarks and all grantees 
should have read read an email from both their PO and from hers HRSA 
through the EHB outlining what they need to do regarding  the new 
performance measures. In short the reports you  are completing requires 
you to enter indicators  for the previous years under the  old performance 
measures and also  enter information in for the new performance measures 
in  future years.   
 
Also, your  screening tools and your collecting individual  level data 
data collections should have begun  January 1 and the first upload into HS 
MEP  should occur around March 10 .  With the news of the screening cool 
schools that were updated grantees have contacted  the upper century 
center outlining concerns that  they need to go back and retrain  per 
disciplines that were screened  with previous tools. There is no  need to 
rescreen participants.  Changes to the tools are minor and only impact 
data collection  going forward and the FM  Lieutenant  format.  >> At this 
time I will turn it over to first Berlin . Benita before we turn it over  
to Chris, this is a Macon and I  wanted to ask a couple of question in  
the chat box regarding wording and  then we will turn it over to Chris  
and folks I did notice there are quite a few questions  in here about the 
national evaluation  and screening but I wanted to get  to these two 
questions that center around reporting. One  is what will be the reporting 
period  for the next progress report ?  Will it be calendar year starting 
January 1, 2000?  Will it be calendar year starting January 1, 2017? 
Whoever asked that question email  us individually for that answer.   
 
 Okay and the second question is we are a November start date and  we are 
waiting for our nest if IOA and if we don't receive  it until the end of 



March how can  I book that for April because we will  not have the 
funding. Could you repeat the question?   
 
 Sure. They are a  November start date and we are waiting  for our next F 
away and if we do not receive it until the  end of March how can they 
booked  to go to the national healthy start  Association conference in 
April.  They will not have the funding . The April 1 won't get it until  
March but we did not me November  1 we just don't have a date yet .  All 
of the information has been submitted to the office of budget  and we are 
waiting for them to meet those  so we don't have a response until we know 
when those and always  will be released.  >> This is David I recommend you 
work  through the prop project officer  for these individual cases if 
those funds are released too  late or if you are running up against those 
problems work with your project  officer and we will try to figure  out 
something with you.   
 
Thank you. I think we will now go to Chris for your presentation. Chris?   
 
 Good afternoon everyone and  good morning for some I wanted you to update 
you briefly on what we  are currently doing with healthy start monitoring 
evaluation  data system and recover cover what you have already heard 
guarding reporting in general.  So with the slide here we wanted to set 
the tone for what you already have at your fingertips to continue  to work 
and prepare for a just MET system upload and I  wanted to begin also by 
saying we  thank you for your flexibility continued patience as we 
continue  to share with you what you will  need to complete to be with 
preparation  for work. We share multiple versions  and I wanted to make 
sure that you  have the recent version and if you  don't have it we will 
talk about  how to get it.  We recently sent HS MS ED schema and that was 
sent yesterday via email that should have been distributed  to you from 
your PO's and in that  was your implementation guide and  your change log. 
For those who have not received  it please seek out your project  officer.  
If you're grant project someone received it please ask them to share with 
you as well .  I am talking to the developers and coders and programmers 
because it is essential that you receive those documents. We hope 
definitely to send out  another version in another couple  of days where 
we have another feature that is currently implemented into the  system and 
that is a feature to flag consenting  and nonconsenting distance in your  
grant project and when that is done in the first  couple of weeks of 
February we hope to release the  next version of these the so please 
expect and anticipate  that coming to you. These changes  should not 
affect your whatever you have done in preparation  for the HS MSD 
compatibility. They will probably cause you a  few more minutes and maybe 
a few  hours of effort to make changes but they should not impact your  
work. Please continue to do your  work.  We do not want folks to stop 
working on preparations especially those who have software that they have 
gotten  from vendors please continue to  share with them that you continue  
to do the work there none of these new versions should  stop you from 
working.   
 
 Also today if not tomorrow your PO's will receive an email to distribute 
to you on grantee user account  setup and in that email in addition  to 
how to in the future set up  your account and the registration email will 
be  sent either into the future but  this email to set up your user 



accounts will include  a survey which will have a time due date for your 
submission of  February 9. We want to collect your  information on where 
you are with regards to the  status of your preparation for the future 
upload and if you  are using a vendor who is that vendor ?  And if you are 
with having proper  staff personnel for the implementation for this 
efforts and that will be coming out as  well for your PO's. Again we 
expect  you to receive that and  to respond to it as soon as  you can.   
 
This slide is a depiction of our schedule  that has been altered as we 
continue to work on the system.  We are now narrowing down with a go live 
date of March 10 .  We definitely hope with the much  Go live oaks will 
have had or will continue to have training  which will start throughout 
March and those offerings and we  also have an expectation for grantees to  
start as early as March 1 date of  love upload.  This is the opportunity 
to remind you that we are well aware that grantees are at different  
levels of readiness and not every will submit or uploaded March.  It could 
be in April but our anticipation is folks will start in March to  submit 
their data. That is what  we hope so if you should have any concerns with 
not meeting the March one or the March one or the March  10 deadline or be 
given to  submit your reports please talk to your PO's  they should be 
well aware of where  you are with your status or capability  or readiness 
to report.  IA been getting emails from grantees asking  if this was 
something when we go live we anticipate everyone  to report and we 
understand that some will not  be able to report it in March when  we go 
live.  
 
 This next slide is the training schedule and I know this is important to  
some folks people aboard began asking  when training will be offered.  It 
will be offered throughout the month -- month of March.  We now have two 
different types of training.  If you look we also included by February 24  
hour registration does registration and we hope to have the  first 
offering training which is  called the court user training offered to  
every project director and use it  to begin in March and after that  we 
will offer another training called the conversion feature training  
specific to users without  XML files and this will be generated by a  
vendor system or software. Those will definitely become more  clear as we 
get closer to releasing  the schedule and sharing with people  how to 
register and we will have  those details further defined for  you at that 
time.  >> Over the next few weeks the following  resources will also 
become available  for you.  We will have a healthy start data and 
evaluation webinar number two .  It is a series of webinars that we are 
committed to providing grantees and the number two is coming up  on March 
2.  That focus will be on evaluation data or the data evaluation for E 
value it is. Please look forward to seeing that  information going out 
with regards  to that in the healthy start epic  center website. Once we 
get telephone information available.  We will also provide you with 
instructional materials March March 2017 and we hope to finalize those 
very  soon after the draft so look for  it as well and as I said earlier 
we hope to have  our trainings begin in March and  end in April. >> I will 
shift gears to the healthy  start monitoring and evaluation  system 
reporting currently  on aggregate data on the 10th of each month.  Effect 
of this month's cop February  10, we would like grantees as we did  last 
year to start  counting only active  for grantees I mean clients who are 
receiving  services in 2017. Starting February 10 of 2017 because that  is 



when you will start to report  on your January to report on your January 
2017  data.  I sent out an email that  we held have been the distributed 
to grantees  already yesterday so if you have  any questions with regards 
to what this means please talk to  your PO's.  I definitely have received 
some direct email questions  and I have been saying the same  that 
grantees need to definitely expect the numbers  of their active clients to 
drop  their total clients because you are going to no longer count your 
clients who will become  in active and who have stopped receiving  
services as of December 2016 and I hope that is clear to give you have any 
further questions  with regard to that the stock to  your PO and they can 
explain  it further. That concludes my presentation.   
 
Thank you. Before we turned it over I wanted  to ask a couple of 
questions.  I see in your remarks you actually answered some of the 
question but  there is one to build off of the last point  that you asked 
regarding the active participants please confirm only data from 
participants  who signed her set national evaluation consent  form the 
only data from participants  who signed the HRSA national evaluation  can 
rent form from -- will be submitted to HRSA and  is there a minimum 
expectation of percentage of clients who will  participate in the 
evaluation ?   
 
 First I want to say when we are talking about the HS  and a data for 
grantees this is  our aggregate level data that you  are submitting on a 
monthly basis so when you look at the aggregate data clients having been 
asked for consent or to consent to be part  of the evaluation and  I will 
ask Jamal to chime in.  >> So only clients of that agreed  to be in the 
evaluation will have  the information analyzed in the  evaluation however 
let me clarify that consenting to the evaluation  does not mean to 
consenting .  You all all be required to do that for all of your time 
served regardless of the evaluation  so this consent form is not for  
submitting a data and program requirements outside  is what is needed for 
the evaluation so we will be sending people to participate  in the 
evaluation and the news will  be used in the analysis for  the evaluation.  
 
Okay. One more question and then I will  turn it over to you and I see a  
lot of the questions may be in your  space. Will we have an opportunity  
to test uploading to the  HS MAD before it goes live?  
 
 Good question. For those  who have files that you want to test I believe  
we said it before but I don't think grantees really  understood it at the 
time  so if you want to chime in please  do but I believe if you were to  
send a file that you wanted  to see if it is compatible now you may do 
that and you may  send it first send an email to HS  support at 
support@yesfederal.com to ask to send a sample file so they can see 
whether or not  your file will be compatible and  will pass uploading the 
future . That is a good way to test your  file.  You may do that . I don't 
know to what capacity they will be able to accommodate  if everyone were 
to want that but they have made  that offer and the offer stands.   
 
 For testing we are now the offer is valid we will take  the test files 
that will send it to tech support we will test  it for you and let you 
know what  will work and what won't work so that is  accolade who has 
worked very hard and a lot of hours to help us do  this and she is willing 



to test  your files so please as she said go to HS support at to HS 
support@yesfederal.com to submit your test file and they will see when 
that is compatible  and that is a benefit to grantees  already .  I also 
saw a quick email from Ken Harris. Emails were sent out  yesterday's to go 
to your event  to see if if you didn't get your emails and  asked them to 
resend them to you . And just to clarify that email  was sent from the 
project officer  or from you?  
 
 It should have been spent sent to the project officer but  it should have 
been sent  through PO's and that way we can ensure that  folks are getting 
it because I do  have a message to echo to please make sure that your 
critical staff are receiving these emails regarding tools .  We believe 
that people are sharing them and people are still not  getting them so 
definitely do your best to forward  these emails.   
 
 Thank you, Chris.  So if you  cannot locate the email said yesterday  
from your PO send another email and follow-up  with your PO and we will 
get that  information to you that way.  >> Jamal I will turn it over to 
you  to begin your portion of the presentation.   
 
 Thank you I just have to short updates. The first one is for the  update 
on [ Indiscernible - distorted  audio ] .  We have been working hard to 
try to make revisions and determine how to  best address a couple of 
issues  that have been raised by grantees and one is individual level data 
and we have  heard from several grantees that you either need to amend 
your  current protocols or obtain a IRB approval to submit individual  
level data.  In addition to the HS MAD reporting you would be sending  
     identified information and the participant  ZIP Code and date of 
birth to HRSA and this is different than  what is stated in the consent 
form that  we currently have. Personally  identifying information was not  
required for the evaluation for these evaluations we understand with the 
program  reporting requirement from TI I will be coming to HRSA so  we are 
trying to figure out how  best to address that in the  consent form and 
that has been the reason for  the delay in getting the wheel revised form 
back to you. With  that our  Spanish translated consent form will also  be 
delayed so the revised will need  to go to the IRB for approval as an 
amendment. It should only take about two weeks to get approved you should 
be able  to get approved in an expedited process but until  we make those 
revisions to the English  person we cannot get that translated into 
Spanish so that  the laser. We will also at  that time the Spanish 
translated  screening tools so you can also see those in the  reviews and 
this should be an expedited  process that should take no more than two  
weeks once we send it in. I know we had a webinar last week  and there 
were tech to go difficulties with people had a challenging time so we 
apologize for  those inconveniences but we will  provide the slide for the 
webinar as well  as the frequently asked questions  that we received from 
the webinar we will post of that information  on the epic center 
evaluation webpage so you will have that available  and the data sharing 
agreement is  already on that webpage so those are my two updates and  I 
will take any questions you may  have. Thank you. Thank you and here I 
could share the webpage that was talked about I  can see the start around 
simplified consent  form and translation and here is a question for you .  
If we have a participant whose screening tool data is submitted and they 
consent at a later date  to be part of the national information  how would 



HRSA want to receive the  consent update ?  So from what I understand as  
first mentioned or opt in or opt out at any point to as you upload data on 
a monthly  basis you can update that status at that time so that's  how we 
will be aware if a person  has opted in or opted out of  the evaluation. 
>> Okay thank you see there are a few other questions  for you but I think 
based on what you have just said,  Jamal, we would need to have this in 
writing to submit to IRB  because this is not covered in the  consent for 
the national evaluation.  This commission has now become a grant  
requirement but we do not have this  in writing anywhere and I am not  
sure exactly drawing back to what you had said  what the question is 
about.  Does that make sense?  
 
I think that refers because we have gotten  a question from grantees about 
whether or not it was created specifically or  related to the evaluation 
so I think they  are asking or suggesting that because according to the HS  
MAD is a coding requirements not a  requirement for the evaluation that  
perhaps now they do not need clearance at the site and maybe  just need a 
letter from healthy  start to say that this is a grant  requirement so 
according to the  HSA media systems it is in writing and that is one of 
the terms of  your and a way that each grantee  is required to report to 
the HS  MAD system.  That is already there.  >> Okay.  Thank you both for 
responding to those questions. Keep the questions coming in and  I will do 
my best and track and asked to the appropriate presenter  but I will 
continue to get up through  the content of the webinar and now we will 
talk about epic  center update. >> I will provide a couple of updates  
that focus on the screening tool  resources. And reinforce a couple of 
things  already mentioned. If you could  go to the next slide please we 
have made significant updates  to the website. The screening tools  now 
have three dedicated pages.  The first of which is screening tool overview 
page where  you can find the Coppage of the  most updated tools the second 
is a page dedicated  to the healthy start  
     process and the other is a review which I will look at shortly.  The 
screening tool overview page. So  as mentioned you can find the multiple 
versions of the screening  tools and as mentioned earlier the  have been 
minor edits that have  been discovered through the federal program ends of 
the  tools as well as grantees who found  some minor errors as they have 
been using  the tools so you can find what those edits  are in two places 
on the website.  The first is a summary of  those edits in a document 
called  a table of updates based on federal deviations and these changes  
or edits are noted within the actual PDF and Word versions and you will  
see them in highlighted text throughout  the document. Additionally  a 
reminder is also what is also available  on this page is the recommended  
rescreening questions and to reiterate these questions in sure  that the 
data for the performance measures get captured and the recommendation is 
program  participants be re-screened at least once during  the perinatal 
period and if you  have any questions about that feel  free to contact the 
epic center  help desk for further information. On the next slide the 
second updates to the website  is the addition of a whole new space that 
is dedicated to the  national evaluation so wanted to talk about the 
resources  available and if you go to the next  slide you can see the 
preview of  what that looks like and you can see that the content  here is 
totally provided by the HRSA  office of epidemiology and this  is now 
content managed by the epic  center and we were able to create  a space to 
house resources so here you can find contact information  regarding data 



submission implementation XML schema as well as the national  evaluation. 
A couple of the resources highlighted  are the national evaluation plan be 
informed consents a model for data sharing agreements  as well as a FAQ 
that is dedicated to the national  evaluation and HSM ED . Next  slide 
please the last update to the website  is a dedicated page for training  
NTA and I just wanted to share  some of the items that have been  there on 
decreased previous versions  but our recently updated. Making you can go 
to the next one place so  to highlight some recent updates the flowchart 
was updated about one  week ago and it now in loots women  who at the 
spirit X variants a stillbirth or fetal  death you can download the 
updated  version and there are also two new  frequently asked question 
documents also available  on this page . If you look at the next slide  
you can see the preview of what those are so  now we have three types of 
FAQs. The first is a screening tool FAQ that has background questions that 
was recently updated in January.  It is also emailed by the division but 
if you want to access it you can download there and there  are two brand-
new  FAQs just posted I believe today or posted by the end of the day  
today and those are what we are  calling frequently asked  technical 
assistant questions and  these are questions that we have  received most 
commonly asked from the epic center website regarding  screening tools as 
well as webinars  we have had so far with screening  tools. There are two 
different categories  for these TA frequently asked questions and  the 
first is one dedicated to the  online screening tool and the second  are 
questions that are specific regarding screening  tools so I encourage 
everyone to  check those out.  
 
Next I wanted to share to upcoming  epic center resources that will  be 
available soon. One is a job aid which will be a reference for the  
medical conditions and medications  that are at in the screening tool and 
this will highlight federal sources that are written in plain language  
and ASIC explanations that can be  used for those medical conditions and  
medications and hopefully that will  be out in the next two weeks or so 
and the other thing  that we are currently working on our four grantees 
that have decided  to use the off-topic online screening  tool we are also 
in the process  of developing a self paced module for that.  >>'s and 
before I wrap up on the  next flight I wanted to to share  to upcoming 
epic center webinars . The first of which is one we are  very excited 
about and hope you have a chance to participate  in. It is an overview 
webinar of the  healthy start community health worker course and in this  
webinar you will get a preview of  the structure and content of all  10 
modules.  I am also excited to announce that the first days which is the 
first of five modules  of this course will be available  online February 
27 and those  first five modules include healthy  start 101 , 
preconception and inter-conception health module a prenatal  health module 
post part of health module and a parenting  and child development module . 
We are very excited about this  course coming out soon . The second 
webinar we wanted to  share with you today is called talking participants 
through the  healthy start screening tools and  this webinar will be 
conducted right  the epic center right the Epic Ctr., Doctor Jan  Shepherd 
who will talk about it  active communications skills while administering 
screening and  strategies for approaching sensitive  questions included so 
we encourage everyone to participate to give you are unable to attend  a 
live all of our webinars are recorded  and materials posted to the healthy  
start website. To close we want to take this opportunity  to do a brief 



call particularly around additional  support for the screening tools.  We 
have two questions. The first  of which is what resources would be most  
helpful for addressing your questions related  to screening tools?  It 
would be great if you can go ahead and chat  that in.  The second question 
I believe Megan -- let me see if I can get the  pole the tech gurus have 
to load the pole for that second question but you can chat in yours 
responses to the first one regarding  resources that you feel that would  
be very resources .  
 
 Thank you, Megan and the second was if we are able to launch its you can 
just add your comments  in the chat we did a series in December  and 
January of .  Discussion groups that were focused on the screening tools 
and different strategies of implementation that we were  still trying to 
figure out how and which ones to choose for  implementation so we wanted 
to know if you thought  a second round of peer discussion  groups would be 
helpful? >> Folks I see some folks are chatting  things in and there is a 
poll that is put there and and open  text box that you can put in the 
resources  that you feel would be helpful.  I see that someone put in 
information that everything and anything would  be helpful. Other folks 
put in more resources via federal and we were wanting to  know more 
specifically what epic support we want to hear anything that would  be 
supported. Care coordinator specific training. I will just give it a 
moment or  two more.  >>  
 
 There are great suggestions coming in through the chat so please continue 
to add those.  We will review each one and definitely take those into  
account.  >> So there was a question I see in  the chat box that  asked 
about and I know that you work specifically with training tools will there 
be a certificate of completion for the community health  worker course?  
 
 I saw that question and, let me see.  If I remember right I feel like I 
heard this question  before yes, there will be a knowledge  check and if 
you score 80% or better you  will receive a badge for the module  and 
users is successfully collegiate completed all 10 modules will receive a 
certificate of completion  for the course that at this time just in case 
you were wondering  the course does not offer continuing  education units 
or credits towards state level CHW certification at this time .  >> All 
right. Thank you all for the suggestions  on what would be helpful. As we 
said we will review and follow  up. I think we will go ahead and move  
forward. Thank you for your presentation.  We will now move forward to 
Andrea Kimple and she  will share an update from health  these dark. Thank 
you and good  afternoon everyone. I wanted to thank you for including  a 
coin update on this agenda for  the webinar today. I have four updates  to 
share on the  following activities that the coin is engaged in. The  first 
would be  screening tools under negotiation and an update  on candidate 
station process so the screening tool updates we are not able to 
acknowledge  that one kiss question as a source for reproductive life 
planning sections and several  health these charts programs are already 
using one  key question and materials developed by Boston  healthy start 
which has already  begun using one key question of  some kind. The 
foundations of reproductive  health has continued to develop supporting 
evidence for the efficacy  and provisions of follow up preconceptions 
directly or through referrals tailored to each participant's unique 
answer. They are interested one key question in which program in 



supporting programs  ensure best practice and follow-up activities.  They 
are requesting that healthy  start programs implementing the  screening 
tools to contact the developers Josh developers at 
info@onekeyquestion.org.  This is an opportunity for healthy start 
programs to contribute to scientific evidence for reproductive life 
planning and  to him unveil our program of materials  and technical 
support.  Retarding the Spanish translation the tools  were translated 
into Latin American  Spanish and are undergoing IRB review.  Hopefully we 
will be able to provide enough hate on the timeline within the next couple 
of weeks.  >> The screening tools implementation  support and vendor 
negotiations. Small group of coin members and  epic staff working with two 
primary  standards system gave good contract negotiations on behalf  of 
current grantees using the system  or that indicated they were 
transitioning  to one of the systems in the did division survey last 
December.  With focused on these vendors as  they were the databases that 
were  being used by the majority of grantees who  were using a vendor-
based system. The first focuses on those grantees  who have software and 
need screening  tools integrated into the system . The second focus will 
be on those  who June not have the software and want  to purchase it with 
tools integrated. We will get to the best contract provisions  and cost 
that we can get from each  vendor.  Any customizations will be addressed 
by the grantees .   
 
 Next up in standardization initiative  care coordination during our 
meeting  in September we began establishing our principles that  would 
serve as our touchstone during  the development of our standardization  
approach to care coordination and our initial steps in our work  plan.  We 
have not finalized the draft yet but wanted to share what we  have 
developed at this point.  >> In a session guided by two  coin members 
Philadelphia department of health  in our September planning meeting  the 
coin established these guiding  principles.  >> The coin is established 
the plan  that includes three interrelated  work groups with clear charges 
and we are looking at literature,  existing practices and reviews work of 
the national healthy  start Association.  We will meet again at the March 
spring  planning meeting. So in closing we want to stay that 
standardization is an ambitious  endeavor and it in requires working 
together  to validate the important work that  healthy start does and we 
all have  an opportunity to be in that conversation and for the coin 
members as always  you can contact your project officers  are reach out to 
any coin member  with questions and this is the link. Healthy start epic 
.org.   
 
Man is all I have.  Thank you. >> And that is all I have to.  So  with the 
remainder of the time we will dig into a lot of these  questions. I will 
start at the top and scan through those  that we didn't get to. We will do 
our best to get a response. There are questions around the  national 
healthy start Association  meeting. There are a series of questions  there 
and division folks will there be  any communications or further details 
that you will share more formally  with grantees about this  grantee 
meeting? Folks are commenting that they  need to book flights and make 
arrangements. Can you share anything more?   
 
 Sure but we are still working on the agenda but we are anticipating a 
full-day on 6 April and the agenda is shaping  up to look like the first 



half of  the day will continue with the vision  updates and of the second 
half of the day  would it in quotes some topical roundtables  as well as 
opportunities to me with  your project officers thank you and it just as a 
reminder I feel  like the division staff just shared  if you have 
questions about funding and attending  those things to follow up with your  
project officer with your with  unique situations. Here is a question 
about how do we account for participants  who were served between the and  
of the last reporting period and the start of the screening  tools so 
November 1, 2016 through November November 2016.  >> This is Chris and I 
am trying to  make sure that I start this out  correctly. You are talking 
about at a client level because we are  not asking grantees to report 
client level data prior to the  green cleaning screening tool start so if 
you are talking about those  who continue to see our client and  then you 
need to start implementing  their tools. I just want to make sure I 
understand  your question correctly.   
 
Yes if you could submit more please let us know there was wondering if 
there was  a gap in whenever the last reporting  period between that 
January 2  start date because I wanted to be clear can  I actually get 
that question and  I can address that hanging onto  every word we will 
address that in frequently  asked questions but the bottom line is until 
January  2 you can still submit the data in the way that you have in the  
past year or so.   
 
 Great. And Bonita you may be able to answer  this one but where can we 
find information  about the changes to the healthy  start performance 
measures and the  performance report? Okay, so we should have sent you an 
email but again if you did not receive  it you can contact your PO.  Also 
HRSA sent  out the EHB sent out an email detailing the new performance 
measures changes and all of the information  and contact. So if you don't 
have that information email your project officer and they will  send it to 
you.  >> And the information went out to itch be to the names and contacts 
you  the grantee put into HP's your project director and all of  that 
information needs to be current  and correct so that's when these messages 
to  get pushed out to the EHB it goes  to the right people so thank you 
for clarifying that  piece about the contact information because one 
person said they did  not get an email in BHB outlining  it.   
 
 Of these are the same people who are given a notice of award it is the 
people who were involved  in submitting or being able to submit  into the 
EHB or who listed in the application as being the official point of 
contact for  your grantees so go into the EHB sign in and make sure that 
your organizational  information is correct.  
 
 Right. Okay and this is a data sharing  agreements question with this 
between the grantees  be sent to grantees there is no sharing agreements  
between HRSA and grantees yes. It seems like  it this is a comment but a 
confirmation would be good  the national evaluation consent  does not 
include language about the upload into the HSM induces  them?   
 
That is correct it does not.   
 
Okay.   
 



This is a question a federal question for you would it be possible for  DS 
federal to provide TA resources to assist  with linking sites to help with  
XML upload preparation and this person is referring to  specific 
directions on how to reply and they would like more clarity  on the 
requirements.   
 
I did not mention this because we haven't established what we  wanted to 
do with your discussions or some of the discussions  that might be 
available for grantees.  That is in the work in the discussion phase now 
so you will  have for two years some hands on or some way of directly  
going to and working with DS federal to address any of your  upload or 
data issues when in the futures you should submit your monthly data. I 
cannot talk to how tailored or  how specific often we account for  
resource use making those effective so hopefully soon we  will read share 
with grantees . Be patient because we are working  those out now.   
 
There is a question regarding the identifying client  information on your 
and  regarding if you are using the survey gizmo  tool and I did see your 
comment  and I think on the epic  center team it will have to take a look 
at  your question and we want to get  back the appropriate answer so we 
will  follow-up with you on that with the frequently asked questions  of 
document.  So as scrolling down the line here folks, here we are. Is there 
an even newer version  regarding it is just clarification on the February 
February 1 XML schema instructions  and guide . I don't know if this is 
regarding a newer version of the schema that  was sent out .   
 
 I said after sending yesterday version with regard  to grantees another 
version is anticipated to go out in the next few weeks  that would include 
the feature that  is being developed now to flag consenting and 
nonconsenting clients for participation and evaluation  so when that is 
done  we hope another version will come  out shortly afterwards does not 
change what you have already developed  or implemented in terms of the  
XML format. It is just an add-on that is correct feel free to send an 
email to HS  with support at feel free to send  an email to HS with 
support@federal.com  which will provide you with the latest version and in 
addition  I might as well take this opportunity  can you not only get it 
from ES  federal in the event you don't get it from  HRSA or your PO and 
you need it  badly you could also expect to see it on the healthy  start 
epic website in the next couple of days once  it is made by the weight 
compliance .  Great. Thank you so much all right. The next question here 
regarding the  reading level of the consent form and if you could just 
confirm what  is the reading level or approximate  reading level this 
person is asking that the consent form  be on a fourth to sixth grade 
reading  level instead of having to verbally  explain it yes so the 
current reading  level is at 10th grade. Night and 10th grade  reading 
level so given the complex nature you are able to lower it to a fourth or  
sixth grade reading level and we  will continue to work on it you can 
figure out how to revise  that please share that with us.   
 
 Okay. And the party apologize if I am  Ring asking a question but what  
is the update on the data sharing  agreement .  We cannot move forward 
with IRB until we have that agreement. So the data sharing agreements  
when out to the Bible records office in Midshipman January.   



     When they they have approximately 2 months  to review those and  we 
abaft them to turn those around as soon as possible  and once they come 
from the vital  records office we will share them  with healthy start to 
grantees and appropriate and we will get updates  as we receive the data 
shared agreements you can share the model template with your IRB as well 
as what information about  a records office will share with HRSA about 
your  participation.  >> And Chris a question , how long will we continue 
to use  the current HS system for reporting. So I think  in the previous 
webinar or conversation to the division it could be several months after  
the HSM ED system goes live due to the fact that we have not  started 
reporting into the new system  we cannot gauge how long you will  need to 
do both reporting because  you will be doing for both reporting  for a 
couple of months so we will definitely be assessing  as we go further into 
the calendar  year how much longer you will have  to do double reporting 
in both systems.  >> Yes we are committed to not overburdening  you and 
making sure that you are  not meeting data that you don't need but until 
we have  this new system up and running and until the date is clean and  
we are confident that what we are getting is correct we will  still have 
to be answering information  request using those monthly data to make 
programmatic decisions and to answer  various different request for 
information so once the bigger system is up  and running and the data are 
clean  and consistent and we are comfortable with their  validity then as 
quickly as possible  we will wean ourselves off of theater  system. We 
don't want to keep it any longer  than we need to.  
 
Chris, David. There is a question about  the screening tool and the 
administration date  on the screening tool is the administration  date on 
each screening tool  supposed to be changed each time the answers to the 
questions  are changed to either rescreen or  other staff changes 
regarding  client responses? I think this is Chris and I believe  that 
would be a JF I question so  we are definitely answering it correctly.  I 
am not sure when I may have heard this question  being answered but I am 
not sure the answer either  second we can definitely forward  that. And 90 
Majeed know the answer?  Otherwise we will make sure to put it in our 
questions to be answered. >> I was just looking at the frequently  asked 
questions that have been published but I am not sure if this exactly  gets 
to that mission if I could read what they had so it says there is an 
concern that the administration  tool would it not act Julie document and 
how should grantees use the  paper version of the tool to address  this in 
the it response should have a client to record  which  which includes 
screening but is  not exclusive. Contacts and services provided  should be 
part of the complete record. So that is definitely a question  that we can 
expand upon on the  frequently asked questions and that is the question 
currently  published.  Thank you. There were questions about the  slides 
but for folks not able to  attend that first evaluation webinar  on the 
data sharing  a great and I posted a link in the chat  box and the slide 
is actually a  webinar such as this you can see the webinar and the 
flights are embedded in  that if you would just like the  flights you can 
send an email request and  we will be happy to forward just  of the slides 
and that can go to the  healthy start epic center email box and as I 
scroll through  I see a bunch of great comments  and thoughts around what 
would help  with your rollout of these rollout so thank you all. I see 
that some folks have conversation back and  forth about NHS a meeting and 



exact dates. Would it  be possible to give grantees who have mastered  XML 
upload to share solution with  other grantees.   
 
This is Chris. First I want to thank who we heard a lot from and this has 
definitely been engaged  recently in correspondence with some persons or 
users of this grantees and some of  them have an very helpful  in helping 
us identify issues that we've been could not detect earlier so I want  to 
thank those persons because you  know who you are so I wanted to say that 
we have  definitely been reaching out to  some of those people to ask them  
to share what they have either  developed or are willing to share  with 
others so please if you haven't  already been contacted or echo went from 
DS federal please do that and reach out to  them and offer if you can any 
assistance  you may have to offer and we will  look into having you help 
us and to add to Chris's comments DS federal is trying to develop  the 
spirit discussion groups working out the mechanics of that  but the spirit 
discussion groups  hosted by DS federal it also provided an opportunity  
for grantees. Be a little bit further  ahead in the process to let other 
grantees to know how  they help they got there and what steps were  taken 
to get to that point  in developing the schema to be ready  for the 
upload. .  So thank you for joining and you are  welcome to reach out and 
we will  definitely accept the helping hand.  >> Great so Andrea there is 
a question  for you and if you don't know the  answer to this we can bring 
this  back is there a ballpark of  the challengers point might and that 
being we have  a quote from our local vendor but  I ensure curious about 
how that compares.  I don't have the answer to that. Will make sure to 
bring that back  to the coin folks and follow-up.   
 
Okay I will make sure to follow up with  you. Wendy 2017 progress report 
start and end dates are known can  be time . Be shared with all healthy 
start  grantees?   
 
 Of course. So you  can provide and will  not incur with the city  match 
conference?  >> This is David so this is two different  meetings so the 
healthy start national healthy start Association  meetings Ann's on 
Wednesday and they are  gracious enough to partner with us to let us add  
on a day so we are going to have as long as the vast majority of  you are 
already in the teeth the  area we will do a one day all  grantee meeting 
and we  have a tentative agenda on topics already  if you have other ideas 
please forward  up those to your project officer so there is the grantee 
meeting  tag on and in September there will be  the city match meeting so 
there  are two meetings. City match meeting to be clear will not be a 
Bureau MCHB  J aside grantee meeting this year in 2017 so your attendance 
at the city  match meeting should not require you to have to re-budget  
any funds.  You should have already had in your budget money to go  to 
both the meetings and and or conference that we usually do in the fall and 
instead of having that convention  this year you are encouraged  or 
allowed to use those funds to go to participate  in city match. The Mac 
thank you all right there will be further communication  about the NHS a 
meeting since it  is in April.   
 
Yes that meeting will happen  so if you are ready  to make your travel 
arrangements please plan on leaving the DC area  late enough on Thursday 
or early  enough on Friday so that you can stay the entire  day on 



Thursday. There may be some also need some sort of a travel  letter to get 
authorization to travel so I don't know if the vision folks  can do that ?   
 
 Yes reach out to the project officer and we will send something back.  >> 
This is the last question we will  be able to take it as a clarification  
around client level data.'s are  we submitting client level data to the HS 
NED  without clients consent just clarifying  that would be good because 
there are a couple  of folks who need clarification.   
 
This is Chris and let's be clear the current consent form does not include 
providing dated so that is something that will  need to be other. We have 
grant information that you need consent  or approval to do this so the 
thought was for the aggregate  level data in the past you may need to 
update your  consent form so that your participants are aware  that you 
are submitting the  identified client level data to  the NED system.  >> 
Thank you division team for  that response. I will give any closing 
remarks  in the last 30 seconds before we  wrap up the webinar?  >> None 
here.   
 
 Thank you all for participating. This brings us to 330  Eastern time 
thank you for participating and this concludes  the webinar for today and 
we will pull together questions in the chat box and pulled out a fact 
sheet and get back to you  as soon as possible.  
 
Thank you all.  
 
Thank you this concludes today's  conference. Disconnect that this  time.   
 
[ Event  Concluded ]  >>  
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	Chat History 
	 
	Joy Twesigye: Is there an ETA for a consent form in Spanish? 
	 
	Megan Young: On that same note, could you provide an ETA for the updated (simplified) version of the consent form? Thanks! 
	 
	Irma Hall: Do we consider participants who received services in 2016 “Inactive clients” until they receive services in 2017. So for the February 2017 HSMES monthly report, do we count as active clients only those who received services in January 2017? 
	 
	Tracy Enright: If we have a participant whose screening tools data is submitted, but consents at a later date to be a part of the national evaluation, how would HRSA want to receive the consent update? 
	 
	Joy Twesigye: Can you please explain the TA budget? We are being denied onsite TA for the programming of the new data requirements and we ended up picking up the bill for TA services that were approved. 
	 
	7434689: We received an email about The Healthy Grants conference provided by HRSA May 16-18.  Do you know when we will receive more information about that? 
	 
	Peggy Vander Meulen: Please confirm - only data from clients who sign the HRSA National Evaluation consent form will be submitted to HSRA via HSMED?   
	 
	Megan Hiltner: wellwomancare@hrsa.gov 
	 
	joann.smith@sc.gov: Yes, please confirm only data from participants who sign the HRSA National Eval consent from will be submitted to HRSA and is there a minimum expectation of a percentage of clients who will participate in the evaluation by HS site 
	 
	Shawna Chapman: Screeners are much more like survey instruments than screeners without followup linked to questions. 
	 
	Irma Hall: How do we account for participants who were served between the end of the last reporting period and the start of the Screening Tools? (November 1, 2016 through December 31, 2016)?  
	 
	Zandra Levesque: we welcome you  contact us and join us. we would be honored to have as many healthy start grantees in attendance! 
	 
	Misha Taherbhai: What is the reporting period for the performance report due in the summer? 
	 
	Zandra Levesque: we are happy to cover your expenses!  contact us at coiin@nichq.org  
	 
	Mary-Powel Thomas: We're interested in preterm birth for infant-mortality reduction, but our state has not chosen that as one of its focus areas. Is there another way to be involved in a CoIIN? 
	 
	Zandra Levesque: Yes Mary- all calls are opent to anyone interested and resrouces available.  
	 
	Irma Hall: What will be the reporting period for the next Progress Report? Will it be calendar year, starting January 1, 2017? 
	 
	Zandra Levesque: we have many states who chose to observe learning network for contant and ideas and we always welcome you to join the conversation even if your state team has not prioritized that learning network. 
	 
	Mary-Powel Thomas: OK, thanks. 
	 
	Valerie Garrison (Rochester HS): You mentioned budgeting for the NHSA conference...is it possible to use this year's funds on the entire conference, including expenses incurred during the event? I assumed not because it is in the next budget period, but was I mistaken? 
	 
	Linda Ebbert: We are a November start date. We are waiting for out next FOA, if we wont receive until end of March how can I book the NHSA conference for April? We do not have the funding. 
	 
	Amanda Khalil: Where can we find information about changes to the healthy start performance measures and performance report? 
	 
	Jacqueline Goodman: Will a data sharing agreement between the grantees and HRSA for the HSMED data be sent to grantees? 
	 
	Catherine Casimere: We did not receive an email in the EHBs outlining the perfomance measures and benchmarks. When will the Performance Report be available in the EHBs?  
	 
	Lisa Matthews: Was not aware MCHB was adding a day to the Spring conference  for a grantee meeting.  When will this be officially communicated?    
	 
	Lisa: The national evaluation consent does not include language about the upload into the HSMED system. 
	 
	Elizabeth McInerney: Would it be possible for DS Federal to provide TA or TA resources to grantees to assist with linking sites to help with XML upload preparation? And I'm referring to very specific directions on how to comply. The requirements have not been very clear.  
	 
	Karla Sayer Wilburn: Can we use funding from Year 3 to pay for the NHSA Conference? 
	 
	Peggy Vander Meulen: Please confirm - there will be a HRSA Grantee meeting on Thursday April 6.  What time will it end? (need to know to book air ticket) 
	 
	Misha Taherbhai: Can we de-identify the clients information on our end and upload into the HSMED; Can we (as an organization) determine which PHI data elements we don’t want to include in the upload? If we decide to use Survey Gizmo in the interim – what data elements does survey gizmo remove before the automatic upload to HSMED? 
	 
	Linda Ebbert: We did not receive this e-mail. 
	 
	Lindsey: Will we have an opportunity to test uploading into the HSMED before it goes live? 
	 
	Kenn Harris: Chris, when did you say you sent an email because I cannot locate it. Thanks 
	 
	Valerie Garrison (Rochester HS): Kenn - I received the updated screening tools on 1/2/17 
	 
	Kenn Harris: Thanks, Valerie! 
	 
	Megan Hiltner: hssupport@dsfederal.com 
	 
	Sandra Inglett: Based on what Jamelle just stated we need to have this is writting to submit to IRB because this is not covered in the consent for the national evaluation. This submission has now become a grant requirement but we do not have this in writing anywhere. 
	 
	Lisa GreenMills: Is there an even newer version though? The one slide a few minutes ago said Feb 1st / yesterday a new XML schema, instruction guide & change log was sent out 
	 
	Lisa GreenMills: I didn't receive anything on Feb 1st 
	 
	Valerie Garrison (Rochester HS): Neither did I 
	 
	Linda Ebbert: Good question Misha. 
	 
	Kenn Harris: Thanks, Megan. I was looking for one from him. Thanks! 
	 
	April Scott: Once you test are we on our own or will we get training or TA to assist 
	Misha Taherbhai: We need to have our HIPAA compliance officers look at the PHI we need to send to HRSA, if it does not match what you want - can we omit those elements? 
	 
	Megan Hiltner: http://healthystartepic.org/healthy-start-implementation/monitoring-data-and-evaluation/ 
	 
	Joanne Criag: This information is very important. Please send the FAQs out by email too. Honestly sometimes I forget to go to the EPIC Center website. 
	 
	Pam Hume: Can the consent form be on 4th- 6th grade reading level instead of us having to verbally explain it to patients? 
	 
	Shawna Chapman: What IRB approved the evaluation and will the protocol number be on the revised consent? 
	 
	Sandra Inglett: What is the update on the data sharing agreement? We can't move forward with IRB until we have the agreement. 
	 
	Mary-Powel Thomas: How long will we continue to use the current HSMED system for monthly reporting? 
	 
	Megan Hiltner: Joanne, good point. We can work on sending out FAQs via the listserv emails too 
	 
	Joanne Criag: Thank you!! 
	 
	Misha Taherbhai: Has an FAQ for the Evaluation webinar last week been released? 
	 
	J Banks: The Healthy Start evaluation protocol was approved by the CDC's IRB.  The protocol number is #2016-11.  
	 
	Megan Hiltner: http://healthystartepic.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/HSMED-FAQs-1717review.pdf 
	 
	Sharon Ross-Donaldson and Carol Gagliano: where can we find the slides for evaluation webinar #1? 
	 
	Misha Taherbhai: The flowchart was updated again!? 
	Karla: Will we continue submitting data in HSMES now that we're submitting data in HSMED? 
	 
	Valerie Garrison (Rochester HS): The FAQ regarding the HSMED that went out about a week ago noted that data going into HSMED will be de-identified. Will that be clarified based on the information shared today? 
	 
	John Bierma: Is the administration date on each screening tool supposed to be changed each time the answers to the questions are changed either to rescreening or other staff changes to the client responses? 
	 
	Megan Hiltner: slides for the evaluation webinar 1 are here http://healthystartepic.org/event/division-sponsored-webinar-national-healthy-start-evaluation-data-sharing-agreement-update/ 
	 
	Margaret Turner: Will there be a certificate of completion for the CHW course? 
	 
	Sharon Ross-Donaldson and Carol Gagliano: The link only takes as to the agenda, not the slide presentation. Should we go somewhere else? 
	 
	Yaritza Roman: How can we register for the 2/28 webinar? 
	 
	Candace Johnson: weekly FAQ updates would hlep 
	 
	Judith McCrea: Everything adn anything re: screening tools/very new; as for peer groups- NO, has not been a good us e of time 
	 
	Shawna Chapman: Screening tools take a lot of time away for case management, should we focus on completing tools or services. What are strategies? 
	 
	Elizabeth McInerney: We need more resources via DS Federal.  
	 
	Dionne Durant: A training on usage for newer healthy start directors 
	 
	kimberly R. Alston: FAQ and more resources on a regular basis 
	 
	Pam Hume: It would be most helpful to have an IT hotline for questions related to screening tools. 
	 
	Laura Ross-White: Care Coordinator specific training 
	 
	Joanne Criag: Clear concise info about changes, FAQs emailed. 
	 
	Lisa GreenMills: Ditto on the weekly FAQ, summarizing respones to questions all PD's are asking so we're all getting the same info 
	 
	Kenn Harris: FAQs useful 
	 
	Felicia Hanney: FAQs useful 
	 
	joann.smith@sc.gov: FAQ's 
	 
	Candace Johnson: an online peer discussion board 
	 
	Delores Passmore: Training for new HS directors 
	 
	Laura Ross-White: Having materials available in Spanish and other languages 
	 
	Valerie Garrison (Rochester HS): Yes, more frequent FAQs would be helpful.  
	 
	Katie Keating: resource guide to accompany tools on follow-up to questions and other information on health education 
	 
	Felicia Hanney: I would encourage staff to participate in EPIC Center discussion groups. We would need the schedule sent out in advance.  
	 
	maxine: like peer discussion groups as needed 
	 
	Linda Ebbert: Can you retake the modules  
	 
	Jean Craig:  How to manage time effeciently during sessions is an issue. Perhaps some tips as to how to move quickly through the questions. 
	 
	Sharon Ross-Donaldson and Carol Gagliano: More practitioner input on development of screening tools 
	 
	Ah V: When will the slides etc. be posted for webinars on 1/12/17?  I was not available that day to participate  
	 
	Margaret Turner: Will the screening tools continue into the next grant cycle (2019 +)? 
	 
	Jodi Drisko: follow up form is not part of IRB approved evaluation and I haven't seen how it fits within the current xml schema without overwriting other data. The JSI surveygizmo tool has adapted this, but what do the rest of us do? 
	 
	Megan Hiltner: The slides for the 1/12 discussion group slides were not content heavy but feel free to email the presenter for your discussion group or info@healthystartepic.org and we can follow up on info shared. 
	 
	Elizabeth McInerney: Would it be possible to link grantees who have mastered xml upload to share their solutions with other grantees? 
	 
	Lisa GreenMills: Is there a ballpark of what the ChallengerSoft price point might end up being? We have a quote from our own local vendor and I'm just curious how it compares 
	 
	Valerie Garrison (Rochester HS): Is there an updated CoIIN link? That one did not work.  
	 
	Cynthia Price: When the 2017 Progress report start and end dates are known can the time period be shared with all HS grantees. 
	 
	Kristen: What is the full dates for NHSA Spring Conference? 
	 
	Windy Cocklin: What is the Location for the NHS MEETING 
	 
	Linda Ebbert: NHSA conference is in D.C at Hyatt Regency Capitol Hill. 
	 
	Margaret Turner: Please clarify again that a grantee meeting will not occur in conjuction with the CityMatch conference. 
	 
	Candace Johnson: what grantee meeting are you referring to? 
	 
	Felicia Hanney: @Kristen the full dates for the NHSA is April 1st through April 5th 
	 
	Joanne Criag: Would be through April 6 with the addition of the HRSA meeting on Thursday April 6, 2017. 
	 
	Felicia Hanney: @Joanne Criag thanks for adding the additional date. I will update my calendar! 
	 
	Ah V: Will NHSA send out a letter regarding the additional day 4/6/17 ? We would need that for our approval processes 
	 
	Valerie Garrison (Rochester HS): The new Performance Measures the same as the HS Benchmarks that were sent this spring?  
	 
	Joanne Criag: Extra day letter should come from HRSA MCHB since it's their meeting. 
	 
	Lisa: so are we submitting client level data to the HSMED without client consent? 
	 
	Kenn Harris: NHSA Spring Conference Info: The dates are April 3rd - 5th 2017 in Washington, DC at The Hyatt Regency Hotel.  The Men and Boys Health Summit occurs April 1st - 2nd, 2017. 
	 
	Paula: When will information on the NHSA be available. It's not on the website and I don't recall receiving notice 
	 
	Jodi Hudgins: Lisa- thank you for clarifying consent question with HSMED 
	 
	Jodi Drisko: Monthly reports are active clients. There is no way to tell if a client who has filled out a screening tool is active in any given month. 
	Megan Young: Can you clarify the definition of a participant? On some documents it is that you had one touch/visit with a participant, but at other times we talk about enrollment as being complete when the demographic tool, preg history tool and perinatal tool is complete. Can a participant be counted if we do not have all tools completed? 
	 
	Sharon Ross-Donaldson and Carol Gagliano: When will the Questions and Answers from the 1st evaluaton webinar be available? 
	 
	Irma Hall: Is the HSMED schema just for grantees that are not using the online data entry tool?  
	 
	Candace Johnson: what do we do if we aren't attending the NHSA conference? 
	 
	Dionne Durant: Just for clarification...the HRSA grantee meeting will be in the same location as the NHSA meeting 
	 
	Ah V: The hotel group rate does not extend beyond 4/5/2017, can this be fixed?  
	 
	Mary-Powel Thomas 2: Couldn't we just continue to submit aggregate data through the current HSMED system, and upload client-level data for those who consent through the new system? 
	 
	 
	  
	 
	 
	  
	Q&A 
	 
	N/A 
	 
	  
	Transcript 
	 
	 
	 
	Please stand by for realtime captions. >> Please stand by for today's conference.  The call will begin momentarily . >> Welcome and thank you for standing  by. Today's call is being recorded if you have objections. Disconnect  at this time. I will now turn the call over to make and Hilton or.   
	 
	Hello I am with the healthy start center.  I will be moderating today. Sadly at sounds like the groundhog saw its shadow today  so we are in  for more winter but we have 90 minutes set aside here and with us today are multiple folks with us today on the webinar to provide you  with updates.  
	     The healthy start epic center will  provide you with an update as well and the  long time that for with another couple more housekeeping  announcements.  This webinar is being recorded and this recording will  be posted to the centers website following the webinar  and we plan to have that up within  a week for the folks that were not able  to join today.  We do want your participation today and we see some folks who have done  this if you have questions or comments  please put them into the chat box. 
	 
	 I will begin with the division update.  As you all know we have a lot of different activities happening within the division and I wanted to give you the opportunity to  update you on what is happening.  
	 
	First in the area of  women's health and women's preventive  services guideline has been released and if you want  more information about updates to  these guidelines you can visit www.HRSA.gov \women's guidelines.  If you have any questions about the new provisions please feel Rita's and them  to our email address which is well woman care@HRSA.gov. We are also planning to prove bride a webinar update so please look out for that information.  In the area of breast feeding as  part of the healthy start rest 
	 
	Finally on to the  infant mortality  updates. The coin coordinator is sorry but she could  not be on the call today due to  a conflicting meeting but we have  Sandra from HQ who has joined our  call to answer 
	questions following this particular update  and as you know from our last convention she is the lead for the infant mortality  coin and the is the project director.   
	 
	The end  for mortality coin coming up in Houston from  February 12 through the pointing. They are supporting at least seven  coin team members from each state  to attend this meeting and  that includes and the objectives are to develop  strategies for the refining action plans for 2017  to focus on building relationship to achieve aims in using data to accelerate improvement  and to facilitate further state  progress in reducing mortality.  We know on some healthy start grantees will be attending and for ex
	     infant mortality update is the schedule for the upcoming  calls .  If you do not already get the infant mortality biweekly newsletter but most of these of dated resources are shared please  contact to get signed up.   
	 
	Now I will turn this over to Denita Baker will divide the healthy  start program of date.  
	 
	 Welcome. We have a few staffing updates.  We had two new key project offices  in the division  Mary Emmanuel so you will be seeing those two  new faces soon. Janel Banks who is our evaluation liaison  from the only our office of evaluation and  research has taken a new position outside of MCHB but is still within HRSA and  she will be with us for a few more  months to help with the transition to the new evaluation point  of contact. Our next grantee forecast will  be released sometime in February most like
	 
	The know went  to grantees are awaiting your next notice of  award release for your second round  of funding .  You received your first round last year and again this will  reflect your review summaries should have  been mailed to you last year and your PO's will be discussing those  with you if they have not already  done so on your scheduled calls.  
	 
	 The division will be hosting a grantee meeting on the Thursday after the during the national healthy start  Association meeting the regional meetings are underway and the planning of those the host grantee and locations have been confirmed. PO's and grantees  are developing planning committees and working with JS I to develop the agenda. The conference September 19 two  the 20 in Nashville Tennessee. Everyone should have received an  email for the call. We want to grantees to keep in  mind that our relatio
	 
	 Lastly we have a few  reporting requirements and reminders at this time some grantees are completing their  performance measures  a reminder , the new performance measures include  all of the benchmarks and all grantees should have read read an email from both their PO and from hers HRSA through the EHB outlining what they need to do regarding  the new performance measures. In short the reports you  are completing requires you to enter indicators  for the previous years under the  old performance measures 
	 
	Also, your  screening tools and your collecting individual  level data data collections should have begun  January 1 and the first upload into HS MEP  should occur around March 10 .  With the news of the screening cool schools that were updated grantees have contacted  the upper century center outlining concerns that  they need to go back and retrain  per disciplines that were screened  with previous tools. There is no  need to rescreen participants.  Changes to the tools are minor and only impact data coll
	 
	 Okay and the second question is we are a November start date and  we are waiting for our nest if IOA and if we don't receive  it until the end of 
	March how can  I book that for April because we will  not have the funding. Could you repeat the question?   
	 
	 Sure. They are a  November start date and we are waiting  for our next F away and if we do not receive it until the  end of March how can they booked  to go to the national healthy start  Association conference in April.  They will not have the funding . The April 1 won't get it until  March but we did not me November  1 we just don't have a date yet .  All of the information has been submitted to the office of budget  and we are waiting for them to meet those  so we don't have a response until we know whe
	 
	Thank you. I think we will now go to Chris for your presentation. Chris?   
	 
	 Good afternoon everyone and  good morning for some I wanted you to update you briefly on what we  are currently doing with healthy start monitoring evaluation  data system and recover cover what you have already heard guarding reporting in general.  So with the slide here we wanted to set the tone for what you already have at your fingertips to continue  to work and prepare for a just MET system upload and I  wanted to begin also by saying we  thank you for your flexibility continued patience as we continu
	 
	 Also today if not tomorrow your PO's will receive an email to distribute to you on grantee user account  setup and in that email in addition  to how to in the future set up  your account and the registration email will be  sent either into the future but  this email to set up your user 
	accounts will include  a survey which will have a time due date for your submission of  February 9. We want to collect your  information on where you are with regards to the  status of your preparation for the future upload and if you  are using a vendor who is that vendor ?  And if you are with having proper  staff personnel for the implementation for this efforts and that will be coming out as  well for your PO's. Again we expect  you to receive that and  to respond to it as soon as  you can.   
	 
	This slide is a depiction of our schedule  that has been altered as we continue to work on the system.  We are now narrowing down with a go live date of March 10 .  We definitely hope with the much  Go live oaks will have had or will continue to have training  which will start throughout March and those offerings and we  also have an expectation for grantees to  start as early as March 1 date of  love upload.  This is the opportunity to remind you that we are well aware that grantees are at different  level
	 
	 This next slide is the training schedule and I know this is important to  some folks people aboard began asking  when training will be offered.  It will be offered throughout the month -- month of March.  We now have two different types of training.  If you look we also included by February 24  hour registration does registration and we hope to have the  first offering training which is  called the court user training offered to  every project director and use it  to begin in March and after that  we will 
	when you will start to report  on your January to report on your January 2017  data.  I sent out an email that  we held have been the distributed to grantees  already yesterday so if you have  any questions with regards to what this means please talk to  your PO's.  I definitely have received some direct email questions  and I have been saying the same  that grantees need to definitely expect the numbers  of their active clients to drop  their total clients because you are going to no longer count your clie
	 
	Thank you. Before we turned it over I wanted  to ask a couple of questions.  I see in your remarks you actually answered some of the question but  there is one to build off of the last point  that you asked regarding the active participants please confirm only data from participants  who signed her set national evaluation consent  form the only data from participants  who signed the HRSA national evaluation  can rent form from -- will be submitted to HRSA and  is there a minimum expectation of percentage of
	 
	 First I want to say when we are talking about the HS  and a data for grantees this is  our aggregate level data that you  are submitting on a monthly basis so when you look at the aggregate data clients having been asked for consent or to consent to be part  of the evaluation and  I will ask Jamal to chime in.  >> So only clients of that agreed  to be in the evaluation will have  the information analyzed in the  evaluation however let me clarify that consenting to the evaluation  does not mean to consentin
	 
	Okay. One more question and then I will  turn it over to you and I see a  lot of the questions may be in your  space. Will we have an opportunity  to test uploading to the  HS MAD before it goes live?  
	 
	 Good question. For those  who have files that you want to test I believe  we said it before but I don't think grantees really  understood it at the time  so if you want to chime in please  do but I believe if you were to  send a file that you wanted  to see if it is compatible now you may do that and you may  send it first send an email to HS  support at support@yesfederal.com to ask to send a sample file so they can see whether or not  your file will be compatible and  will pass uploading the future . Tha
	 
	 For testing we are now the offer is valid we will take  the test files that will send it to tech support we will test  it for you and let you know what  will work and what won't work so that is  accolade who has worked very hard and a lot of hours to help us do  this and she is willing 
	to test  your files so please as she said go to HS support at to HS support@yesfederal.com to submit your test file and they will see when that is compatible  and that is a benefit to grantees  already .  I also saw a quick email from Ken Harris. Emails were sent out  yesterday's to go to your event  to see if if you didn't get your emails and  asked them to resend them to you . And just to clarify that email  was sent from the project officer  or from you?  
	 
	 It should have been spent sent to the project officer but  it should have been sent  through PO's and that way we can ensure that  folks are getting it because I do  have a message to echo to please make sure that your critical staff are receiving these emails regarding tools .  We believe that people are sharing them and people are still not  getting them so definitely do your best to forward  these emails.   
	 
	 Thank you, Chris.  So if you  cannot locate the email said yesterday  from your PO send another email and follow-up  with your PO and we will get that  information to you that way.  >> Jamal I will turn it over to you  to begin your portion of the presentation.   
	 
	 Thank you I just have to short updates. The first one is for the  update on [ Indiscernible - distorted  audio ] .  We have been working hard to try to make revisions and determine how to  best address a couple of issues  that have been raised by grantees and one is individual level data and we have  heard from several grantees that you either need to amend your  current protocols or obtain a IRB approval to submit individual  level data.  In addition to the HS MAD reporting you would be sending  
	     identified information and the participant  ZIP Code and date of birth to HRSA and this is different than  what is stated in the consent form that  we currently have. Personally  identifying information was not  required for the evaluation for these evaluations we understand with the program  reporting requirement from TI I will be coming to HRSA so  we are trying to figure out how  best to address that in the  consent form and that has been the reason for  the delay in getting the wheel revised form b
	 
	I think that refers because we have gotten  a question from grantees about whether or not it was created specifically or  related to the evaluation so I think they  are asking or suggesting that because according to the HS  MAD is a coding requirements not a  requirement for the evaluation that  perhaps now they do not need clearance at the site and maybe  just need a letter from healthy  start to say that this is a grant  requirement so according to the  HSA media systems it is in writing and that is one o
	     process and the other is a review which I will look at shortly.  The screening tool overview page. So  as mentioned you can find the multiple versions of the screening  tools and as mentioned earlier the  have been minor edits that have  been discovered through the federal program ends of the  tools as well as grantees who found  some minor errors as they have been using  the tools so you can find what those edits  are in two places on the website.  The first is a summary of  those edits in a document 
	submission implementation XML schema as well as the national  evaluation. A couple of the resources highlighted  are the national evaluation plan be informed consents a model for data sharing agreements  as well as a FAQ that is dedicated to the national  evaluation and HSM ED . Next  slide please the last update to the website  is a dedicated page for training  NTA and I just wanted to share  some of the items that have been  there on decreased previous versions  but our recently updated. Making you can go
	 
	Next I wanted to share to upcoming  epic center resources that will  be available soon. One is a job aid which will be a reference for the  medical conditions and medications  that are at in the screening tool and this will highlight federal sources that are written in plain language  and ASIC explanations that can be  used for those medical conditions and  medications and hopefully that will  be out in the next two weeks or so and the other thing  that we are currently working on our four grantees that hav
	call particularly around additional  support for the screening tools.  We have two questions. The first  of which is what resources would be most  helpful for addressing your questions related  to screening tools?  It would be great if you can go ahead and chat  that in.  The second question I believe Megan -- let me see if I can get the  pole the tech gurus have to load the pole for that second question but you can chat in yours responses to the first one regarding  resources that you feel that would  be v
	 
	 Thank you, Megan and the second was if we are able to launch its you can just add your comments  in the chat we did a series in December  and January of .  Discussion groups that were focused on the screening tools and different strategies of implementation that we were  still trying to figure out how and which ones to choose for  implementation so we wanted to know if you thought  a second round of peer discussion  groups would be helpful? >> Folks I see some folks are chatting  things in and there is a p
	 
	 There are great suggestions coming in through the chat so please continue to add those.  We will review each one and definitely take those into  account.  >> So there was a question I see in  the chat box that  asked about and I know that you work specifically with training tools will there be a certificate of completion for the community health  worker course?  
	 
	 I saw that question and, let me see.  If I remember right I feel like I heard this question  before yes, there will be a knowledge  check and if you score 80% or better you  will receive a badge for the module  and users is successfully collegiate completed all 10 modules will receive a certificate of completion  for the course that at this time just in case you were wondering  the course does not offer continuing  education units or credits towards state level CHW certification at this time .  >> All righ
	supporting programs  ensure best practice and follow-up activities.  They are requesting that healthy  start programs implementing the  screening tools to contact the developers Josh developers at info@onekeyquestion.org.  This is an opportunity for healthy start programs to contribute to scientific evidence for reproductive life planning and  to him unveil our program of materials  and technical support.  Retarding the Spanish translation the tools  were translated into Latin American  Spanish and are unde
	 
	 Next up in standardization initiative  care coordination during our meeting  in September we began establishing our principles that  would serve as our touchstone during  the development of our standardization  approach to care coordination and our initial steps in our work  plan.  We have not finalized the draft yet but wanted to share what we  have developed at this point.  >> In a session guided by two  coin members Philadelphia department of health  in our September planning meeting  the coin establish
	 
	Man is all I have.  Thank you. >> And that is all I have to.  So  with the remainder of the time we will dig into a lot of these  questions. I will start at the top and scan through those  that we didn't get to. We will do our best to get a response. There are questions around the  national healthy start Association  meeting. There are a series of questions  there and division folks will there be  any communications or further details that you will share more formally  with grantees about this  grantee meet
	 
	 Sure but we are still working on the agenda but we are anticipating a full-day on 6 April and the agenda is shaping  up to look like the first 
	half of  the day will continue with the vision  updates and of the second half of the day  would it in quotes some topical roundtables  as well as opportunities to me with  your project officers thank you and it just as a reminder I feel  like the division staff just shared  if you have questions about funding and attending  those things to follow up with your  project officer with your with  unique situations. Here is a question about how do we account for participants  who were served between the and  of 
	 
	Yes if you could submit more please let us know there was wondering if there was  a gap in whenever the last reporting  period between that January 2  start date because I wanted to be clear can  I actually get that question and  I can address that hanging onto  every word we will address that in frequently  asked questions but the bottom line is until January  2 you can still submit the data in the way that you have in the  past year or so.   
	 
	 Great. And Bonita you may be able to answer  this one but where can we find information  about the changes to the healthy  start performance measures and the  performance report? Okay, so we should have sent you an email but again if you did not receive  it you can contact your PO.  Also HRSA sent  out the EHB sent out an email detailing the new performance measures changes and all of the information  and contact. So if you don't have that information email your project officer and they will  send it to yo
	 
	 Of these are the same people who are given a notice of award it is the people who were involved  in submitting or being able to submit  into the EHB or who listed in the application as being the official point of contact for  your grantees so go into the EHB sign in and make sure that your organizational  information is correct.  
	 
	 Right. Okay and this is a data sharing  agreements question with this between the grantees  be sent to grantees there is no sharing agreements  between HRSA and grantees yes. It seems like  it this is a comment but a confirmation would be good  the national evaluation consent  does not include language about the upload into the HSM induces  them?   
	 
	That is correct it does not.   
	 
	Okay.   
	 
	This is a question a federal question for you would it be possible for  DS federal to provide TA resources to assist  with linking sites to help with  XML upload preparation and this person is referring to  specific directions on how to reply and they would like more clarity  on the requirements.   
	 
	I did not mention this because we haven't established what we  wanted to do with your discussions or some of the discussions  that might be available for grantees.  That is in the work in the discussion phase now so you will  have for two years some hands on or some way of directly  going to and working with DS federal to address any of your  upload or data issues when in the futures you should submit your monthly data. I cannot talk to how tailored or  how specific often we account for  resource use making
	 
	There is a question regarding the identifying client  information on your and  regarding if you are using the survey gizmo  tool and I did see your comment  and I think on the epic  center team it will have to take a look at  your question and we want to get  back the appropriate answer so we will  follow-up with you on that with the frequently asked questions  of document.  So as scrolling down the line here folks, here we are. Is there an even newer version  regarding it is just clarification on the Febru
	 
	 I said after sending yesterday version with regard  to grantees another version is anticipated to go out in the next few weeks  that would include the feature that  is being developed now to flag consenting and nonconsenting clients for participation and evaluation  so when that is done  we hope another version will come  out shortly afterwards does not change what you have already developed  or implemented in terms of the  XML format. It is just an add-on that is correct feel free to send an email to HS  
	 
	 Okay. And the party apologize if I am  Ring asking a question but what  is the update on the data sharing  agreement .  We cannot move forward with IRB until we have that agreement. So the data sharing agreements  when out to the Bible records office in Midshipman January.   
	     When they they have approximately 2 months  to review those and  we abaft them to turn those around as soon as possible  and once they come from the vital  records office we will share them  with healthy start to grantees and appropriate and we will get updates  as we receive the data shared agreements you can share the model template with your IRB as well as what information about  a records office will share with HRSA about your  participation.  >> And Chris a question , how long will we continue to 
	 
	Chris, David. There is a question about  the screening tool and the administration date  on the screening tool is the administration  date on each screening tool  supposed to be changed each time the answers to the questions  are changed to either rescreen or  other staff changes regarding  client responses? I think this is Chris and I believe  that would be a JF I question so  we are definitely answering it correctly.  I am not sure when I may have heard this question  being answered but I am not sure the 
	exact dates. Would it  be possible to give grantees who have mastered  XML upload to share solution with  other grantees.   
	 
	This is Chris. First I want to thank who we heard a lot from and this has definitely been engaged  recently in correspondence with some persons or users of this grantees and some of  them have an very helpful  in helping us identify issues that we've been could not detect earlier so I want  to thank those persons because you  know who you are so I wanted to say that we have  definitely been reaching out to  some of those people to ask them  to share what they have either  developed or are willing to share  
	 
	Okay I will make sure to follow up with  you. Wendy 2017 progress report start and end dates are known can  be time . Be shared with all healthy start  grantees?   
	 
	 Of course. So you  can provide and will  not incur with the city  match conference?  >> This is David so this is two different  meetings so the healthy start national healthy start Association  meetings Ann's on Wednesday and they are  gracious enough to partner with us to let us add  on a day so we are going to have as long as the vast majority of  you are already in the teeth the  area we will do a one day all  grantee meeting and we  have a tentative agenda on topics already  if you have other ideas ple
	 
	Yes that meeting will happen  so if you are ready  to make your travel arrangements please plan on leaving the DC area  late enough on Thursday or early  enough on Friday so that you can stay the entire  day on 
	Thursday. There may be some also need some sort of a travel  letter to get authorization to travel so I don't know if the vision folks  can do that ?   
	 
	 Yes reach out to the project officer and we will send something back.  >> This is the last question we will  be able to take it as a clarification  around client level data.'s are  we submitting client level data to the HS NED  without clients consent just clarifying  that would be good because there are a couple  of folks who need clarification.   
	 
	This is Chris and let's be clear the current consent form does not include providing dated so that is something that will  need to be other. We have grant information that you need consent  or approval to do this so the thought was for the aggregate  level data in the past you may need to update your  consent form so that your participants are aware  that you are submitting the  identified client level data to  the NED system.  >> Thank you division team for  that response. I will give any closing remarks  
	 
	 Thank you all for participating. This brings us to 330  Eastern time thank you for participating and this concludes  the webinar for today and we will pull together questions in the chat box and pulled out a fact sheet and get back to you  as soon as possible.  
	 
	Thank you all.  
	 
	Thank you this concludes today's  conference. Disconnect that this  time.   
	 
	[ Event  Concluded ]  >>  
	 



